Potential and limitations of the automatic detection of fiducial markers using an amorphous silicon flat-panel imager.
Amorphous silicon electronic portal imaging devices (a-Si EPIDs) allow fast acquisition of high resolution portal images (PI). A visualization of organ movement for adaptive image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT) can be reached by implantation and automatic detection of fiducial markers. A method of automatic detection has been developed for fiducial spherical tungsten markers on PIs, acquired with an a-Si flat-panel imager. The detection method consists of a 2D Mexican hat filter (MHF), whose parameters are tuned to the particular marker signal. The high selectivity of this filter allows a reliable and precise detection of tungsten markers down to a diameter of 1.5 mm. The presented method allows fast, automatic and unsupervised detection of markers. Inevitably, the detection is hampered by image background (bone structures, etc) and noise. A detection success rate higher than 95% was reached, analysing PIs of patients with markers fixed on their skin. Furthermore, this approach to automatic marker detection can also be generalized to elliptic MHFs for the detection of cylindrical markers. The accuracy and detection probability of this method may allow accurate and fast online localization of the considered organ.